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COVER PHOTOS — (upper): A "modern" GPEX bulk-milk tankcar No. 803, and
(lower): Hood's milk refer GARE 809 in the late 30's.
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S Gauge Gathering
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May
18,7 19,7 20,7 1990
7
Cleveland, Ohio

at The Airport Quality Inn
16161 Brookpark Road
1-71

W-150

• fellowship
• movies
• clinics

• loco races
• swap tables
• model contests
• operating layouts (S, SN3)
For further information
contact:

Snow Road
f—(approx. 2 mi.) —••
1-71

Friday: Registration
Starts at Noon
Q , ,
0 4 M I I J . f A ,.
Saturday: 9 till E n d o f Auction
Sunday: Breakfast Buffet 9-10
Layout Tours

W-150

Dave Davis (216) 842-2469
9316 Snow Road
Parma, Ohio 44130

ANNOUNCING ALCO FA's & FB's IN S

That's Right! The tooling is now being made for
FA-2's and FB-2's in S. The first run will be exclusively marketed by S Helper Service a n d
manufactured by American Models.
Deposits
are now being accepted. These are due in March .
Alco (American Locomotive Co.) started to make
the FA-2's in 1949 and made over 450 units until
1956.
We will offer the following road names
with multiple numbers; Baltimore & Ohio, Canadian Pacific, Chicago Northwestern, Great Northern,

Lehigh Valley, Missouri Pacific, New Haven, New
York Central, Pennsylvannia, Union Pacific, Western Maryland and Undec.
All numbers and some
of the roadnames will not be offered again. Roadnames that do not have sufficient number of orders
may not be produced.
The price is $144.95 for
the scale and hi-rail versions of the FA or FB
units. The AF compatible with the A/C drive and
reverse unit is $179.95. Dummy units are $99.95
each. Deposits are $50 per unit.

for more information contact:
S

Helper Service 2 Roberts Rd. New Brunswick, NJ. 08901

WE ACCEPT
VISA

201-545-9306
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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
BY MICHAEL R. FERRARO
I WOULD LIKE TO START by wishing everyone a happy and healthy new year. This past year
unfortunately I have seen one of my closest friends
become ill — and, let's face it, without your good
health, life can get to be very tough. So, my first
wish and prayer to everyone in this organization is
for a healthy new year.
As we begin this new year and decade, I wonder what
the future holds for our organization and "S"-scale model
railroading. In my opinion, things look very bright for us.
Oh sure, imported brass models may become scarce, since
Tom Marsh from Overland Models has dropped out of S
standard gauge [although not out of Sn3-Ed.], and Jettie
Padgett from SouthWind tells us pessimistically that things
do not look too bright from Korea. But wait a minute! The
Gang of 100, through Charlie Sandersfeld of Omicon Models, will bring its first imported brass locomotive into the
country in 1990, and River Raisin Models looks forward to
their brass milk car and other freight cars in brass this
coming year. So, we will still have brass models.
More importantly in my opinion, S scale is moving
forward, not because of expensive brass models, but because we are seeing more models in plastic become available. With American Models and Pacific Rail Shops manufacturing items in plastic, with help from promoters like S
Designs and S Helper Service, I feel we are moving in the
right direction. And with the availability of "snap" track
from American Models, perhaps we will witness a new dimension in S scale, which only a few years ago seemed
like a dream.
So... when you purchase these products, please promote them to fellow modelers by attending local modelrailroad shows, or by showing them to your local modelrailroad shops. If we all could get the local hobby shops to
carry S-scale products, I truly believe 3/16"-scale would
become as popular as the other major scales. Hopefully,
we can shed our image as a fringe group. The joke for
years among my friends has been that "S" stands for secret.
In conclusion, let us remember that the primary goal
of the NASG is to promote S scale. This can be accomplished by what I have just mentioned, and by communicating to the model-railroad public with out magazine, the
DISPATCH. I am very pleased by the way Russ has taken
over as editor. He has produced a very fine publication,
but he is only as good as the articles and other material he
receives. The point I am trying to make is to ask all of our
members to try to submit an article, photographs, drawings, etc. — and to comment on pertinent issues. We need
more communication from all of you.
So, please help us out, and send an article and/or photographs, as well as your comments, to the editor.
"S"incerly,

Michael R. Ferraro, President
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THE PITTSBURGH LIMITED 1990
329 Iris Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15235
(412) 371-2479
Dear S-Gauge Modeler:
The forthcoming NTrak/NASG/NMRA joint convention and trade show promises to be the largest event of this
kind ever held. The location of the convention, combined
with the planned activities and events, should draw record
attendance.
The model contests associated with this convention
will no doubt be the finest exhibit of models ever presented. This will be the first time so many S-scale models
will be viewed by NMRA and NASG members at a national event.
The NASG members of "The Pittsburgh Limited 1990"
Convention Committee would like to strongly urge participation in the model contest. Early response from the Sscale suppliers indicates an excellent array of prizes will
be donated. Models of all categories are invited, particularly for the Junior Event (16 years old and under) and the
"High-rail" categories. This convention is a great opportunity to prove that S scale is the ideal modeling scale.
The NASG contest will be held in conjunction with
the NMRA contest, but with a separate viewing area and
separate judging. The contest room is a secured area, and it
will remain so throughout the convention. There will be an
area in the contest room for those who wish to bring models for display only.
Contests will be held in all categories if there are sufficient models, as outlined in the NASG Contest Rules. As
the judging of the NMRA contest precedes the NASG judging, it will be possible for models to be entered in both
contests if the entrant has dual membership. The judging
will be Saturday morning, August 4, 1990; the awards will
be presented on the following morning at the NASG
Awards Breakfast.
If you have questions concerning the contest or need
additional contest entry forms, please write to me at the
address shown above with the convention logo.
Sincerely,

Dave Felmley
Chairman, NASG Model Contest
Pittsburgh Limited 1990 Convention
P.S. A Model Contest entry form (Part A and B) for
NASG members has been inserted in this issue of the
DISPATCH.

The NMRA / NASG National Convention
July 30 - August 5, 1990
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

PITTSBURGH'S
THE ONE!

THE PITTSBURGH LIMITED 1990
REGISTRATION KIT
July 30 - August 5, 1990
IF YOU LOVE TRAINS, you are invited to
share in the fun at the "Pittsburgh Limited 1990,"
co-sponsored by the National Model Railroad
Association, N/Trak and the National Association of S Gaugers.
Registration is being handled differently than
at past conventions. Rather than offering one
fixed registration plan, most of the activities will
be handled "A La Carte." The basic $35.00 fee
covers most NMRA convention-site activities:
clinics, contests and the train show at the nearby
Convention Center.
Separate individual fees will be charged for
all prototype tours, layout tours, outside non-rail
events and the banquet. You may attend as
many or as few of these activities as your interest or time permits.

Event tickets can be purchased for family
members, even if they are not convention registrants. The headquarters hotel is the Pittsburgh
Hilton, located where the Allegheny, Monongahela and Ohio rivers join.
The Train Show, co-sponsored by the Model
Railroad Industry Association and the National
Model Railroad Association, will be located in
Pittsburgh's modern David L. Lawrence Convention Center, a short distance away. With its firstclass hotel and convention facilities, fine restaurants and outstanding downtown shopping and
entertainment, Pittsburgh is an excellent site for
the 1990 convention. The "Pittsburgh Limited
1990" has activities for everyone!
Your convention-registration and hotel-registration forms have been inserted in this issue.

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1990
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TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
AS OF JANUARY 1990
THE PITTSBURGH LIMITED 1990

Complete information and a final schedule will be presented in your convention booklet.
Activities shown without bars are planned, but not yet scheduled.

M = Morning
Sat 4
Mon30
Fri3
Sun 5
Tue1
Thu2
Wed1
A = Afternoon Sun 29
E = Evening M A E M A E M A E M A E M A E M A E M A E M A E
Registration
•
I
mm
Get-Acquainted Party
mmmmh^mm
Clinics
Mtrak Program
NMR A Contests
•
:
NAbo oontests
••
;
NMR A Awards Ceremony
•
!
i
NASG Awards Breakfast
Company Store
NMR A Silent Auction
:mm
NMR A Live Auction
:
:
mmmmm
NASG Swap Meet
I
'mm
Dinner Cruise
;
'-mm
NMR A Banquet
EC/BOT Meeting
Activity Desk
Red
—•.... mmmmm
...^^.... ..^^. .... ...^^....
52 Orange
:
UM
;
mm*
;
'mm
Brown
1 Blue
I
mm
mm*
i
'mm*
I
mm
'mmm
\mmm
Green
1Yellow
'
•
mm
;
''mm
\
«
mmmmm
White
'mmmmm
''mmmmm
Gray
I
'mm
Arden Railway Museum
mm*
I
mmt
\
'• *mm
Conway Yard (CR)
mm
\
. . . f^ . . .
GE
Locomotive
Works
mmmmm
2 o
o t- PAT Transit Shops
mmt
mmt
\
I
Q_
P&LE Shops
Pittsburgh Brewing
mmm
\
mmi
I
Pennsylvania Brewing
'mmm
''mmm
Heinz Plant
Steel Mill
mmm
Tour-Ed Mine
mmm
Industrial Archaeology
mmmmm
mmmmm
mmmmm
East Broad Top
mmmmm
mmmmm
Allegheny Central
CO
Q.
Cass
"u.
E Knox Kane & Kinzua
mmmmm
a
LL
Oil Creek & Titusville
mmmmm
Altoona RR Museum
mmmmm
mmmmm
mmmmm
2 Falling water
mmmmm
Carnegie Museums
- - - •;
;• •
£ Johnstown Flood Msm.
mmmmm
mm*
\
KDKA TV Studio
'«J
—«U..
CC
Pittsburgh TV Show
i
mm
Gateway Clipper
O
Theatre Party
Lunch / Fashion Show
mm*
c 5 Setup
|0
'mm*
'mmm
Registrants Only
1- CO Registrants and Public
I
'mmm

§1

•I—^—
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DOWNTOWN PITTSBURGH MAP
THE PITTSBURGH LIMITED 1990

)- Transit (Subway) Stop

1 - Hilton Hotel (Convention Hotel)
2 - Hilton Parking
3 - Convention Center
4 - Ramada Hotel
5 - Hyatt Hotel
6 - Westin William Penn Hotel

7 - Sheraton South Hills (off map)
8 - Amtrak Station
9 - Greyhound Bus Station
10 -Visitor Information
11 - Station Square
12 - Inclines to Mt. Washington

CHICAGO NEW YORK MILWAUKEE BOSTON • NEW ORLEANS • LOS ANGELES
CLEVELAND RICHMOND PITTSBURGH ATLANTA PHILADELPHIA
Around these cities and others — from the 20's to the 70's — the milk cars rolled: in freight and
passenger trains — in singles, pairs or more — and this spring they'll roll in S scale too! Pfaudler
GPEX milk tank cars — two versions, both factory painted with 13 private road name decals
provided...
Reserve yours today: Contact River Raisin or
have your favorite dealer contact us for this
great S Scale brass offering...

RIVER

RAISIN
M O D E L S

6160 Upper Straits Blvd.
West Bbomfield, Ml 48033

JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1990
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CLINICS
THE PITTSBURGH LIMITED 1990

The theme "Learning from the Prototype" will
be the focus of an outstanding clinic
program. A number of nationally known
modelers will be giving presentations on both
model and prototype subjects, including
layout design and construction, freight car
and locomotive prototypes and construction,
structures, scenic techniques, and operation.

At the present time over 45 clinics are planned.
Most clinics will be given 2 or 3 times during the
week. Following is a list of confirmed clinicians
and their subject current to press time. Titles are
preliminary, as is the attendance of some
speakers. Additional speakers have been invited.

Structures, Industries, and Scenery

Operation

Mike Brestel
Dick Flock
Bill Hammer
Hal Kattau
John Lowrance &
Miles Hale
John Nehrich
John Roberts
Randy Sappo
Chuck Yungkurth

Larry DeYoung
Chuck Hitchcock
Keith Jordan
Dave Lambert
John Swanson

C&O Coal Branches
Making Trees
Fire-operated Turpentine Stills
Modelling Mini-mill Steel Facilities
To be Announced
Brick Buildings are a Snap
Scenery Demo with Structo-Lite
Prototypical Structures
Bridge Selection for Model Railroads

Locomotives and Cars
Prototypical Painting and Lettering
Tom Boldt
Modern Freight Cars
Jim Eager
Great Northern Freight Cars
Staffan Ehnbohm
Prototypes and Principles
Jeff English
Distinctive Rolling Stock
Dean Freytag
Richard Hendrickson Tank Cars
Freight Cars of the PRR 1920-1960
John Johnson
PRR Freight Cars Before 1920
Gary Rauch
Santa Fe Cabooses
Andy Sperandeo
To Be Announced
Stan Stokrocki
Canadian
Boxcars
Stafford Swain
My
Favorite
Kitbashed Cars
Mont Switzer
Billboard
Reefers
and All That
Al Westerfield
All-door
Boxcars
Richard Yaremko

Layout Design and Planning
Jack Burgess
Paul Dolkos
Doug Gurin
Tony Koester
Allen McClelland
Don Mitchell
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Following a Protoype
Selecting the Right Prototype
Prototype Layout Design
Prototype Freelancing
The V&O - Model with a
Prototype Background
The Tehachapi Torture Test

Contemporaty Freight Operations
Santa Fe Operations- Argentine Div.
SFRD Cars and Operations
Head-end Cars and Operations
Operation Techniques

General Topics
Bob Brass
Mike Brestel
Jack Brown
Dick Flock
Larry Kline
Ed Loizeaux
Bruce Metcalf
Lee Rainey
Bill Schaumburg
Uwe Thormehlen
John Wissinger

Tuning and Maintaining Brass Locos
Railfan Photography Techniques
Freight car forwarding and loads
Highway Trucks 1935-1965
Traction Modeling
S Scale Today
Using the Kalmbach Library
The East Broad Top in the Iron Age
Railroad Information Resources
Modeling - German Style
Easy Techniques for Traction
Modeling

Ntrak Clinics
These clinics are available only to Ntrak registrants.
Open and Covered Hopper Cars
Dennis Lloyd
Cumberland Valley Update
The Reid Brothers
Ted Brandon
History ofN Scale, Nn3 Modleling
Dean Freytag
Styrene Scratch & Kitbashing
Sootsman/McKenna N Scale Collecting
Steve King
Coalmining and Model Railroads
Paul Fulks
To be announced
Kent Lannert
Prototype Scenery
Rick Spano
Fiber Optics and Opticlal Illusions
Dan Horn
Pulse Throttles and Electronics
Ron Beardon
Kato Diesel Kitbashing
Jim Dolney
Pine Trees
Kirk Reddie
To be announced
Bob Gatland
Lightweight Module Construction
Tom Hoover
To be announced

LAYOUT TOURS
THE PITTSBURGH LIMITED 1990

Red
Tour

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE
Layout Tours Are $10.00 Each

Brown
Tour

Activity Numbers
Monday

This tour includes three club layouts. The Pittsburgh Model Railroad Historical Society is the
proud owner of a new 8000 square foot building. On the
top level they are building the HO Mon Valley System
with a layout design based on the B&O Pittsburgh to
Cumberland route in the 50's. The first phase of the
layout is operational and partially sceniced. Downstairs
they will have a large HO modular layout in operation.
The Ohio Valley Model Railroad Club will be
welcoming us to the Ohio Valley Lines, a 32x36 ft.,
fully sceniced HO layout depicting western Pennsylvania
in the 40's and 50's.
The Beaver Valley Model Railroad Association operates the HO Union Atlantic Railroad, a
30x30 ft. 'E' shaped, two level layout. The levels are
connected by two three track helixes. The layout features several large yards, steam and diesel servicing
facilities. Scenery is underway and command control is
being installed.

Orange
Tour

Activity Numbers
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Aft
220
221
222

This tour includes three home layouts. Don
Cassler's large, fully sceniced HO M&K Railroad is
based on the coal hauling operations of the B&O in
northern West Virginia. The layout is designed as a
'railfan' layout and provides lots of train watching
opportunities. A feature on Don's railroad will appear in
the June 89 Model Railroader. Don has authored several
previous articles in Railroad Model Craftsman and Model
Railroader.
Bill DeFoe is building the freelance, HO Cinder
Valley for operation with an out-and-back track plan and
18 on-line industries. Scenery is partially complete.
Bob Smith's freelance, HO Douglas Central
features complete scenery, broad radius curves in a small
space and a strong PRR influence. Ask to see the BB&T
private road cars.

Activity Numbers
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Eve
230
231
232

This tour includes three home layouts.
Don
Cassler's HO M&K Railroad is also on the Orange
Tour and is described there.
Bob Fletcher operates the Caroletown Connecting Railroad. This large N scale layout is a 50's and
60's recreation of the Pennsy with single track mainlines
and large yards. The steam and diesel motive power is
controlled by a Dynatrol command control system.
Scenery is about 80% complete and features scratchbuilt and kitbashed structures.
Neal Schorr's HO South Pennsylvania Railroad was inspired by a prototype which was never built
but provided much of the right of way for the Pa.
Turnpike. The layout features contemporary freight
operation on a double track mainline, a three color signal
system, completed mountain scenery with several
scenes from specific prototype locations along the
South Penn route and a trolley subway. Meal's layout will
appear in a spring 1990 issue of Model Railroader.

Blue
Tour

Activity Numbers
Monday
Tuesday
Thursday

This tour includes four home layouts. John
Crede's Pittsburgh and Shawrnut was featured in
the November 89 issue of Railroad Model Craftsman.
John's layout is a two level HO layout which depicts
recent operations on this interesting, local short line.
The scenery is done in fall colors and has a backdrop
painted by artist and fellow modeler Ted Simanek.
Mike Mamula's HO layout is based on the Union
Pacific Railroad. The layout is mostly sceniced. Operations include mainline running, yard switching and
local way freights.
John Roberts' Blue Ridge and Southern is a
contemporary HO short line set in the Virginia mountains
in the 78- 85 era and a part of the Cardinal system. The
layout follows C&O prototype including a selectively
compressed version of Clifton Forge Va. and is designed for operation with command control. John's modeling
has appeared in numerous Railroad Model Craftsman
articles.
Dick Flock is building the HO Johnstown and
Lake Erie, an 11x13 layout set in western
Pennsylvania and in the business of hauling coal and
iron ore. The setting is the fall of 1954 and there is a
strong Pennsylvania Railroad influence. Dick is a CoChairman of the convention.
JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1990
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Green
Tour

Yellow
Tour

Activity Numbers
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday

This tour includes four home layouts. C. J. Riley's
Kanawha & Western Allegheny is an HO scale
layout set in the mountains of West Virginia in autumn of
1942. There's plenty of Western Maryland steam, coal
trains, and bridge traffic to be seen. Photographs of the
layout have appeared in many publications, including
feature articles in Railroad Model Craftsman, and his
models have won numerous awards. C. J. is an MMR as
well as a Co-Chairman of the convention.
Larry Kline's O scale layout incorporates the many
railroads of the Bowest Yards and Connellsville PA of the
1940's. The early diesels and sound-equipped steam
engines of the B&O, PRR, P&WV and Western Maryland
are featured along West Penn trolleys. Larry's scenery is
partially completed.
The Southern Pacific's Coast Route through
San Luis Obispo and his connecting Lompoc and
Cuyama are the focus of Tony Thompson's HO scale
layout. Tony authored the series of Railroad Model
Craftsman articles on Pacific Fruit Express reefers, and
the SP runs entire trains of them on his layout along with
other award winning models. Operation is by car cards
and incorporates trains from SP's 1952 timetable.
Marty Swartz is modeling the Virginian Railway
in the late '50s. Steam, diesel, and electric power haul
the trains from Mullens to Princeton WV on this HO
layout, which features actual settings from the prototype,
CTC-16 control, and a walkunder multi-level design.

White
Tour

Activity Numbers
Monday
Tuesday
Thursday

Aft

Eve

270 271
272 273
274 275

This tour includes two club layouts and one home
layout. The McKeesport Model Railroad Club is
building the Mon-Yough Valley in their own building.
The 50x50 ft layout is a steam-diesel transition era
Pittsburgh to Connelsville railroad. The layout is well
along. Scenery is completed in the urban parts of the
layout..
Bob Prehoda is building an operation oriented
20x26 ft point-to-point HO layout. The Huntlngton
and Mt. Laurel is set in South Western Pennsylvania
in the 50's. The walk-around throttles make it easy to
switch the seven on-line trains. Scenery is underway.
The Buena Vista Model Railroad Club is
located in a 29x50 ft space above the local volunteer fire
department. The HO scale Yough Central features
1500 ft of handlaid track with more than IOO scratchbuilt
turnouts. Rural scenery is well along and provides the
setting for the railroads traffic which is dominated by coal
trains.
10
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Activity Numbers
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday

Eve
260
261
262

This tour includes four home layouts. Mel
Dithrldge's HO layout is fully sceniced and includes
numerous miniscenes. The electric motive power and
rolling stock roster has been assembled during Mel's
many years in the hobby. Simultaneous operation of
several trains is accommodated by multiple routes.
The Ruffing family and friend's HO scale layout is
set in Montana in 1969, the year prior to the Burlington
Northern merger, and features equipment from each of
the predecessor lines as well as their own Montana
Northern. The pine tree covered mountains set the
stage for the long trains that wind through tunnels and
snowsheds and over bridges and streams. Acess to this
attic layout is by folding stairs.
Contemporary railroading is Brent Lewis's forte.
His HO scale Western Pennsylvania Transportation System traverses hand-laid code 83 track. The
large modern motive power of Brent's shortline
interchanges with the big three of the northeast, Conrail,
CSX, and NS, among the mountains and industries of
the state.
Jim Hlnkle's HO scale layout also features handlaid track and is set in the small town, rural atmosphere of
Pennsylvania. The layout combines C&O mainline action
of the 1940's with the shortline activities of his
Pittsburgh Allegheny Mining Co., or PAMCO.

Gray
Tour

Activity Numbers
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursdsay

Eve
280
281
282

This tour includes three home layouts and a modular layout which will be set up for the tour. Carl Volkweln's N
scale Dagus Railroad is a 20x22 ft. 'L' shaped layout
which occupies the former living and dining rooms of his
suburban house. The extensive operations over the
225 ft. mainline include passenger and freight trains.
Train control is by a distributed throttle and block system.
The scenery is largely complete. Carl is a Co-Chairman
of the convention.
Carl Weber's Westminster Railroad is an
operation oriented HO layout with operations originating
in a large central yard with a roundhouse and turntable
scratchbuilt from a Bud Sirna article in the NMRA Bulletin.
The fully sceniced layout includes several other
kitbashed and scratchbuilt structures, and will be
featured in a spring issue of Railroad Model Craftsman.
Ken Hannawalt's Turtle Creek Railroad is a
branchline operation which delivers coal, lumber, and
chemicals to ten online industries including an emptiesin-loads-out pair. The schenery on this layout is mostly
complete.
The modular layout includes a number of modules
built by NMRA Division 2 members and will be
especially set up for this tour.

TOURS AND ACTIVITIES
THE PITTSBURGH LIMITED 1990

Numbers below are "Activity Numbers" for use on the "Fare Calculation" form on page four.
Activities shown without activity numbers are planned, but not yet scheduled.
M = Morning
A = Afternoon
E = Evening

Arden Railway Museum
Si Conway Yard (CR)
2 o <3E Locomotive Works
PAT Transit Shops
IH
P&LE Shops
Pittsburgh Brewing
Pennsylvania Brewing
Heinz Plant
Steel Mill
Tour-Ed Mine
Industrial Archaeology
East Broad Top
at
Allegheny
Central
.9.
Cass
H
Knox Kane & Kinzua
co
LL
Oil Creek & Titusville
Altoona RR Museum
Fallingwater
52
Carnegie Museums
Johnstown Flood Msm.
'ra
KDKA TV Studio
DC
Pittsburgh TV Show
c
O
Gateway Clipper
Theatre Party
Lunch / Fashion Show
Convention Banquet
Convention Poster
0)

I

COST

Mon30
M A E

Tue1
M A E

$10.00 310:

:
$10.00 320:
!
$26.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
:45Q
$10.00
$10.00
$30.00 510:— >:
$30.00
TBA
$36.00
$26.00
$30.00 560— >
$26.00
$10.00
$26.00

Free I
Free!
$30.00
TBA
$18.00

311:
321:
340;

;

41 Oi

'•
420

Thu2
Fri3
M A E M A E

Wed1
M A E

Sat 4
M A E

312

:
:

322
330 — >
341:
:

411:

i
:42f

412
i
:422:

452[

•451:
460— >

51 r — >
:52T

520— >
540:—*

550 — >
561:— >
610.— >
620 — *
63 1 — >

630 — >
640
:
:650

641: :
:65I
:

:66C
:680:

$26.00

Chicken 710

$10.00

720

Fish 711

ACTIVITY TICKET REFUND & EXCHANGE POLICY
Refunds for activity tickets will be available up until 24 hours before the activity is
scheduled. Activity tickets can be exchanged up until the time of that activity.
Check at the activity desk for details.
CONVENTION POSTER:
If you would like to reserve a copy of the convention poster, order Activity Ticket number 720
at $10.00 each. You may pick up you poster at the Company Store.
CONVENTION BANQUET:
The NMRA awards ceremony will be held on Friday morning and will be separate from the
banquet. The banquet will be held Friday night instead of the usual Saturday. The banquet
is NOT included in your basic registration - you must purchase banquet tickets separately at
$26.00 each. For the chicken entree, buy ticket number 710. For the fish entree, buy
activity ticket number 711. There is no reduced price ticket for children. The speaker at the
banquet will be Paul H. Reistrup who is President and CEO of Monongahela Railway and
former president of Amtrak.
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PROTOTYPE TOURS

ALLEGHENY CENTRAL RR

ARDEN MUSEUM

Two hour steam excursion on the former Western
Maryland main line between Cumberland and
Frostburg.MD , including Helmstetter's Curve.

A fine rail museum, with a collection of traction,
freight and passenger cars, and repair and
restoration shops.

CASS SCENIC RR

CONRAIL'S CONWAY YARD

West Virginia's logging railroad featuring their Shays
and other geared locomotives.

One of the country's largest and busiest yards,
including extensive engine facilities - cameras will be
permitted.

KNOX. KANE AND KINZUA RR

GE LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
The Erie facility where GE's modern locomotives are
built.

PAT TRANSIT
Pittsburgh's light rail system, subway, private right-ofway, and shops.

P&LE SHOPS
The main locomotive shops, including work
equipment and car repair - cameras will be permitted.

A 50 mile round trip through Allegheny National
Forest, crossing Kinzua Viaduct, highest in the east.
Featuring their new steam engine built during 1989
in China.

OIL CREEK & TITUSVILLE RR
A 20 mile rail trip with a history of Pennsylvania's oil
industry, including the Drake Oil Well - the world's
first. Also the Perry Street Station and Petroleum
Center Museum

ALTOONA RAILROAD MUSEUM
Take a Amtrak trip to the Railroader's Memorial
Museum via the world famous Horseshoe Curve.

INDUSTRIAL TOURS

NON-RAIL TOURS

PITTSBURGH BREWING

FALLINGWATER

Pittsburgh's own Iron City brewery, traditional in
style, modelable in size, and rail served.

Frank Lloyd Wright's world famous private residence
built over a waterfall.

PENNSYLVANIA BREWING

CARNEGIE MUSEUMS

A small private operation brewing beer in the
traditional German fashion. Tour, lecture and
sampling.

Excellent natural history museum, renowned for its
dinosaur exhibit and fine mineral collection - the
extensive art museum is next door.

HEINZ FACTORY

JOHNSTOWN

The original Heinz plant, rail-served and with a mix of
historic and modern buildings and facilities.

The Johnstown flood museum, commemorating the
100th anniversary of this catastrophe. A moving and
historic experience.

STEEL MILL
A working steel mill, with all operations on view - one
of the most spectacular tours on any list.

KDKA TELEVISION STUDIO
Tour of Pittsburgh's pioneer television station,

TOUR-ED MINE

and,
PITTSBURGH TV SHOW

A former working coal mine, converted for tours, with
exhibits and a ride on the underground mine railway

Local afternoon talk show ,and you are in the
audience.

INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY

GATEWAY CLIPPER

Duquesne Incline ride and machinery room ,
Bellefield Steam Plant, bridges, tunnels and various
industrial sites

Excursion paddlewheel boats on Pittsburgh's rivers.

FAN TRIPS
EAST BROAD TOP
Pennsylvania's own narrow gauge empire, with much
original equipment, train rides and a shop tour.
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THEATRE PARTY
Attend a broadway show at Pittsburgh's newly
restored Benedum Theater.

LUNCH AND FASHION SHOW
Luncheon and fashion show at the Grand
Concourse Restaurant in Station Square. Complete
with discount coupons for purchases in the Shops at
Station Square.

GENERAL

INFORMATION

Full informaton on all events and services as well as maps for railfanning, restaurants,
THE PITTSBURGH LIMITED 1990 shopping and hobby shops will be provided in your registration packet at the convention.

CONTESTS:
You must be a member of NMRA, NASG or Ntrak to enter NMRA,
NASG and Ntrak contests, respectively. Many manufacturers
as well as the Railroad Prototype Modeler group will present
special awards and contests. Watch the Bulletin for further
information. See the schedule sheet for times.
GET ACQUAINTED PARTY:
A Monday night affair to kick off the week's activities. Free to
NMRA and NASG registrants.
PARKING:
Parking at the Hilton Hotel will be in a parking garage across the
street from the hotel. Valet parking from the Hilton is available,
Parking will be $5.50 per day. You will not have in-out privileges. Less expensive parking is available, but is much farther
from the Hilton. There is essentially no on-street parking in the
general vicinity of the Hilton. For a copy of the parking map,
check off the "Parking" box on the front of your registration
form.
SHUTTLE BUS SERVICE:
There will be a van shuttle available between the Amtrak station
and the Hilton Hotel for trains on Sunday, Monday, Friday and
Saturday. To take advantage of this service, you must notify
us in writing what time you will be arriving and departing. The
Hilton does NOT have a courtesy van to the airport. Limousine
service is available from the airport to the Hilton for $9.00 and
runs every 1/2 hour. There will be a shuttle bus between the
Hilton and the Train Show.
TRANSPORTATION:
Amtrak, bus and major airlines all serve Pittsburgh. Discount air
fare is available through USAir/Piedmont Airlines. When you
call you must tell the reservation clerk that you are making
reservations for the Pittsburgh Limited 1990 through Gold File
Number 464008 and ask for the convention discount fare. This
will be 5% off the lowest published coach fare or 35% off the
standard day coach fare. You must make your reservation at
least seven days in advance. Your travel must not begin before
July 27th and must not end after August 8th. There are other
restrictions that apply, so please ask the reservation clerk for
the details.
PITTSBURGH PIRATES BASEBALL:
Sunday July 29th at 1:35 PM, at Three Rivers Stadium, a ten
minute walk from the Hilton.
SELF-GUIDED LAYOUT TOUR:
Drive your own car to a select group of layouts. Detail sheet
and map will be available only at the Activity Desk during the
convention.
NIGHTLY "BRING YOUR OWN" SLIDE SHOWS:
Bring a tray of your own model or prototype slides for some late
night enjoyment each evening after the clinics are over. Please
limit your slides to about 15 minutes to give everyone a chance.
NMRA AUCTIONS:
Both silent and live auctions will be held. See schedule for
times.
SHOPPING:
Pittsburgh has a fine selection of stores within walking distance
of the Hilton. The shops at Station Square, (the renovated
Pittsurgh and Lake Erie Railroad freight station) are a quick five
minute trolley ride away. South Hills Village Mall is seven miles
futher along on the trolley route.

BABYSITTER SERVICE:
If you would like to take advantage of our babysitting service
please write to us.
NTRAK HIGHLIGHTS:
The tentative clinic schedule is from 8:00 AM thru noon and 1:00
PM thru 4:00 PM Monday July 30th and Tuesday July 31st. All
clinics will be held at the Hilton. We will have over 400 feet of
Ntrak modules. The Ntrak contest awards breakfast is included
with Ntrak registration and will be held Wednesday morning.
More information will appear in the March issue of the Ntrak
Newsletter.
NASG - S GAUGE HIGHLIGHTS:
We will have a large S gauge modular setup. There wil be
separate NASG contests and awards, and NMRA members will
also able to enter the same items in the NMRA contest. There
will be a hi-rail category as well as a junior contest for registrants who are 16 years of age or younger. On Saturday,
August 4th, there will be a swap meet at the Hilton limited to S
gauge, S scale and American Flyer items only. To purchase a
swap meet table, buy Activity Ticket number 180 at $10.00
each. The NASG Awards Breakfast is NOT included in your
basic registration; purchase Activity Ticket number 190 at
$12.00 each.
THREE RIVERS REGATTA:
Hydroplane speedboat races and festival will be held on the
river in front of the Hilton August 2nd through the 5th.
PITTSBURGH'S INCLINES:
Two authentic working passenger-carrying inclined planes are
within walking or trolley distance of the downtown area and will
take you to a spectacular view of the city.
CULTURAL EVENTS:
Concerts in Point State Park right outside the Hilton, Broadway
shows, and other theater events will be going on during convention week. See the Hilton Hotel Concierge for information and
tickets.
PRIVATE CAR TO THE CONVENTION:
Private rail car excursions to Pittsburgh will be run if enough
people reply. Write to us if you are interested.
COMPANY STORE:
The Company Store will be located at the Hilton early in the week
and at the Train Show at the end of the week, for sale of
souvenirs, model kits and collectibles.
PITTSBURGH AT NIGHT TOUR:
An informal tour of the "other side of the tracks" for those in
search of some scandalous light-hearted fun.
LAYOUT TOUR FOR THE HANDICAPPED:
A special free tour of selected model railroad layouts will be
offered only to those registrants who have mobility difficulties or
who are confined to a wheel chair. Write to us if your are
interested.
NMRA TRAIN SHOW -August 2 to August 4
The show will include participation of NMRA, Ntrak, NASG, and
the Model Railroad Industry Association. Manufacturers, displays, modular layouts in all scales, and hobby dealers will be
featured. The train show will be open to convention registrants
on an exclusive basis Thursday and Friday afternoon. The
show will be open to the general public Friday evening and all
day Saturday.
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TTfE SCENE ABOVE portrays the display layout of the American Flyer S-Gaugers of the St. Louis Area,
which was set up and operated in the May Company's Famous-Barr department store in downtown St.
Louis during the holiday season. This photograph shows how the layout looked in 1988 when viewed from
Seventh Street. Store officials complained of the lack of action through the middle of the layout.

IN THE VIEW BELOW, the 1989 version of the layout shows the extended second level. A coal-mine
operation straddled the tracks, and a tipple train ran in a circle through the mine building.

The
AFSGSLA
Famous-Barr
Display
Layout
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DISASTER STRIKES POPULAR ST. Louis
CHRISTMAS DISPLAY LAYOUT
BY MOE BERK AND GERRY EVANS
THE POPULAR Christmas train display layout of the American Flyer S-Gaugers of the St.
Louis Area (AFSGSLA) had been opened for
public viewing in the corner window of the May
Company's downtown St. Louis Famous-Barr
department store since the day after Thanksgiving for the second consecutive year. In midDecember, 1989, the St. Louis area fell victim to
a record period of cold weather. Very early one
of those sub-freezing mornings a water pipe on
an upper floor of the building froze and burst. By
the time the night watchman discovered the problem and located the shut-off valve, water had cascaded onto the layout for over three hours. By
then everything in the display window had been
thoroughly soaked, water was about six inches
deep, and water that had splashed against the
sub-freezing glass window had formed a thick
layer of ice.
AFSGSLA club coordinator, Moe Berk, and FB-project
co-odinator, Charley Taylor, mobilized a select committee
of AFSGSLA members to meet with Allan Schomaker,
Famous-Barr vice president, in order to view the conditions and assess the damage. Moe Berk reported that his
first impression was that the display window contained a
scale model of the combined effects of "Hurricane Hugo"
and the last ice age.
The committee, which included AFSGSLA members Joe
Molner, Chris Leonhardt, Fred Vortmeier and Jim Wagner,
quickly went to work removing the locomotives, rolling
stock, structures and scenery items. In the meantime,
Messrs. Schomaker, Taylor and Berk conferred, and they
soon reached the inescapable conclusion that it would not
be possible to restore the layout and resume operating
trains for the remainder of the 1989 holiday season.
Last year, the train-display layout had thrilled thousands
and was featured on the covers of both the NASG DISPATCH
and the S Gaugian. The basic layout consisted of fourfoot-square modules, erected on three levels, with a total
area of about 400 square feet. Over 300 linear feet of unswitched-and-level GarGraves track, laid on cork roadbed,
formed the four separate loops where trains ran 12 hours
per day.
Locomotives were both American Flyer steamers, with
DC can-motor conversions, and American Models FP-7
and GP-9 diesels. The majority of the rolling stock was
purchased from American Models, but American Flyer enthusiasts could see a number of Gilbert American Flyer
rolling-stock conversions as well.
During the summer and fall of 1989, the layout had
undergone a number of improvements, intended to provide

more action items and increased visibility of the trains on
the right side. A new track, with an American Flyer Miners
Work Train and Oil-Drum Loader, was also installed on
the right side, and an Alpine Incline Car system, with
mountain-top hotel, was added. In addition, the plastic
truss bridge on that side of the layout was replaced by a
wooden trestle bridge, scratch-built by Joe Molner, with
the help of Mike Pisoni. Many operating crossing signals,
semaphores and signal bridges were added by electronics
wizards Bob Bretch and Fred Vortmeier.
A special improvement was the many fine buildings
added to the layout this year as a result of the club's structure/building program. That program provided a volunteer
with two kits of a particular model; he completed one for
the FB-layout and got to keep the second kit for his own
layout.

DISASTER EPILOGUE...
The AFSGSLA layout has been disassembled, removed
from the display window and transferred to the FamousBarr warehouse for storage. It is anticipated that the actual
damage to essential benchwork and scenery components
will be evaluated at work sessions later this spring.
On a positive note, Charley Taylor reports that FamousBarr representatives have already indicated an interest in
having an operating train layout in one of their display
windows for the 1990 holiday season. And Moe Berk noted
that the project is not a total loss, even if the layout itself
proves to be beyond restoration. Benefits obtained from
the FB-project include the thousands of delighted children
— of all ages — who enjoyed viewing the layout prior to
the disaster, the active involvement in model building,
which resulted from the club's structure/building program,
and most importantly, the many invaluable hours of "working together and sharing skills" enjoyed by the AFSGSLA
members.
Particularly hard hit in this disaster were the scale, handmade structures, which had been crafted from card stock
and basswood. Some lay in small — though scale — heaps,
while others just sagged under the weight of residual water
build-up. Just this year the AFSGSLAers had switched over
from using Plasticville to building all-scale houses, stores
and right-of-way structures. Also hard hit was the layout's
Gargraves track, used exclusively on the layout, as well as
the steel wheels on the cars and engines. The rolling stock
was immediately removed from the display window, and
the wheels were coated with lubricating solution.
After the results of the tragedy were assessed, the
AFSGSLAers who suffered structural damage to their creations got busy repairing and rebuilding items to be replaced.
The AFSGSLA looks forward to placing their layout in
the Famous-Barr window for the 1990 holiday season, and
the club hopes that you, dear reader, will have the opportunity during this new year to see the layout in person.
JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1990
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THE

SELECTION OF DECALS and dry
transfers for S-scale locomotives and cars continues to grow...

MICROSCALE
Microscale has recently released several freightcar sets for Western roads. Set 64-50 is a UNION
PACIFIC set (circa 1970) for either a 50-foot plugdoor or 40-foot double plug-door boxcar. Both of
these cars could be kitbashed from Pacific Rail Shops
or American Models boxcars. Set 64-51 is a SANTA
FE 50-foot (BX-76) sliding-door boxcar (circa 1965),
which would fit nicely on a PRS kit. Finally, set 6452 is another set for a 50-foot sliding-door boxcar
(Rr-57) (circa 1956) with The Grand Canyon Line on
one side and Ship and Travel Santa Fe all the way on
the other. Included is the large gold "DF" sign. This
set also has ATSF and SFRB markings. One could
also do a 40-foot car, but you will need to find the
appropriate EXW, EW, IL, etc. data elsewhere, as
Microscale included only the data for the 50-foot car.
In general, these sets are very nice; however, be
careful when you look at the instruction sheets that
are included, as they usually show more paint
schemes than can be done with the S-scale decal set.
Apparently, these instructions are printed for the HO
set, which includes more options, and they have not
found it worthwhile to print up a different S instruction sheet.
A number of people have asked me where you can
purchase the Microscale sets. The following dealers
are currently carrying these decals: P&D Hobby in
Detroit, and the following mail-order houses: Scenery Unlimited, G&W Models, S DeSignS and Steam
Depot. Single-sheet decal sets are priced at $3.50,
and double-sheet sets (for some locomotives) are
priced at $6.00. I imagine that other dealers carry
these decals, and if they will let me know, I will pass
their names along in my next column.

THE PITTSBURGH LIMITED 1990
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JOHN HALL DECALS
John has received his C&O hopper, and the PRR
40- and 50-foot boxcar sets, and they are all priced at
$2.50. These are available directly or from Steam
Depot or G&W Models. John is now working on the
decals for SouthWind's upcoming brass BORDEN
milk-car project.

RIVER RAISIN MODELS
I was recently warned that the River Raisin decal
sets for their brass AIRSLIDE covered hoppers —
now sold out — are getting in very low supply. These
sets are priced at $6.00 each and are available for
two WABASH schemes, AMERICAN REFRIGERATOR TRANSIT, GOLDEN LOAF, INTERNATIONAL MULTIFOODS and INTERNATIONAL
MILLING. They also warned that the ROCK ISLAND passenger-car set is getting in low supply as
well. None of the above sets will be made again.
Finally, River Raisin has discovered that their
CONRAIL set, made for their H30 covered hoppers,
can also be used on 70- and 100-ton open-top hoppers.
In their new project of PFAULDER 40- and 47foot milk cars, each car will come factory painted,
with a decal sheet that can be used for any of 13
schemes.

5 DESIGNS
S DeSignS recently received their final 1970's era
gondola decal set for GRAND TRUNK. The other
sets include LEHIGH VALLEY, ERIE LACKAWANNA, CONRAIL, and BOSTON & MAINE.
These sets were printed from Herald King artwork,
and they have been sized to fit the American Models
50-foot mill gondola.
The D&RGW, DM&IR, SBD and CHESSIE gondola sets earlier announced were cancelled due to
lack of interest. Upcoming sets include a NORFOLK
6 WESTERN set for the River Raisin H30 covered
hopper, NEW YORK CENTRAL decals for the
SouthWind brass passenger cars, and NICKEL
PLATE ROAD decals for the upcoming American
Models baywindow caboose.
If you want more information about these decal offerings, you should write to the manufacturer — and
be sure to include a Self-addressed stamped envelope. The decal situation in S seems to be on the
mend, so please support the manufacturers' efforts
with your purchases.

MILK RUN !
THE STORY OF MILK TRANSPORTATION BY RAIL
BY JAMES A. KINDRAKA

EASTBOUND LACKAWANNA PASSENGER TRAIN at East Orange, New Jersey, on May 26,
1936. The first two cars behind DL&W 4-8-4 No. 1643 were "BFIX" Borden bulk-milk tankcars.

MlLK RUN!
The expression
conjures up many things in our minds
these days...
Personally, it takes on great meaning
when the elevator stops at every floor!
We all relate this expression to railroads, but how do we really know about
the true relationship of milk and trains?
1 HOUGH SOME MILK TRAINS made many
stops, few were the slow creatures our mind conjures
up. Most ran on passenger-train schedules, and many
milk cars — once full — became head-end cars in
regular passenger consists. The perishable nature of
milk meant these cars had to be loaded and shipped
to market fast. Depending on distances, the complete
cycle of loading, shipping, unloading, cleaning and
backhauling took only 24-48 hours.

Loaded cars went to market in passenger trains or
as part of fast freights. Sometimes, when enough cars
were present, a dedicated "unit" milk train would run
— again on a fast passenger-train schedule. The
clean, empty cars were generally returned to their
points of origin via the more leisurely pace of a local
freight. Virtually no other car on the railroad was
utilized as often!
But that is getting ahead of our story; let's go
back to when milk and the railroads first got together. ..
THE HISTORY OF MILK TRANSPORT
The year was 1841, William Henry Harrison was
in the White House, and railroads were a recent "invention." Milk in most small cities was still supplied
from farms within the city limits or by farm wagon
from a short distance away. The large cities, like New
York, Boston and Philadelphia, relied mostly on milk
from "mash cows." These were animals kept in the
delivery stables of numerous breweries and distilleries within the cities and fed on process waste. The
Continued ————->
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Continued...

C. C. SCHMIDT PHOTO - H. W. AMELING COLLECTION

THE CANDY COMPANIES: Mars, Hershey and Baker were always big users of milk cars
as this string of bulk tankers attests. Both Mars and Baker treated their wood and steel cars
as rolling billboards their entire service life.

milk produced was known as "swill" milk, and it
always had a slightly "milk punch" flavor. It sold for
six cents a quart.
In 1841, a station agent for the recently built New
York & Erie Railroad in Orange County, New York
— one Thomas Selleck by name — reasoned that he
could double the farmer's income (over selling the
milk as butter) and still compete with the city's swil
Imilk. The farmers took a while to convince, but in
the spring of 1842, one named Philo Gregory agreed,
and New York City's first rail shipment of milk —
240 quarts — was made. By the summer of 1843,
people were lining up for a block at the Erie's Reade
Street terminal for fresh, sweet Goshen milk — at
four cents a quart! The cans, containing 60 to 70
quarts, were kept cold via "...a tin tube filled with
ice inserted in the top and stirred...." There are also
reports of rail transport of milk into Baltimore from
Frederick, Maryland, on the Baltimore & Ohio in
1840, and into Boston on the Boston & Worcester as
early as 1839; but these were less well documented.
Regardless, from these modest beginnings, milk
transport on the railroads grew rapidly.
The same Orange County farmers who scoffed at
Thomas Selleck's idea in 1841, shipped over six-million quarts to New York City just five years later! By
the time the Civil War engulfed the nation, milk revenue was an important part of a railroad's income in
many areas, not just in the Northeast. The old Morris
& Essex Railroad (which eventually became the
DL&W) began to develop country milk stations in
18
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1872. The 40-quart can had been standardized as the
container of choice, and it was weighed, cooled and
loaded on the trains here. As the practice caught on,
the stations began to dot the landscape. In 1900, Vermont alone had over 200 milk stations for rail shipment. In that same year, Boston alone had over 700
registered milk dealers!
Up to now, the milk cans were shipped in available boxcars, or in head-end baggage cars. Blocks of
ice were placed on top of the cans for "refrigeration."
What a mess! The introduction of refrigerated cars in
the 1880's signaled another major step in milk transport. These basic cars were either insulated or iced
and hauled in individual cans. Not only did this reduce the mess in handling, but it greatly extended the
range of milk service into cities. In 1881, the Ontario
& Western Railroad conducted a successful trial,
sending a carload of milk from Delhi, New York, to
New York City, a distance of 195 miles.
THE MILKSHEDS
With the advent of refrigerator cars and the everincreasing size of cities and their milk demand, the
railroads began going farther away and in more directions for milk. When drawn all together on a map,
these various rivers of milk, all flowing into one area,
took on the appearance of a giant watershed — hence
the name "milkshed" was born. In 1886, New York
City's milk came from 50 to 195 miles away, depending on the railroad. By 1916, milk was coming to the
city from many locations, the most distant borders of

which are listed below:
Pennsylvania Railroad
503 miles
New York Central Railroad
469 miles
Erie Railroad
488 miles
Lehigh Valley Railroad
401 miles
West Shore Railroad
339 miles
New York, Ontario & Western RR. 325 miles
Milksheds surrounded many other cities, not just
New York. Unfortunately for the railroad historian,
New York, Boston and Philadelphia were the only
cities extensively covered by government reports on
milk shipments. Other cities require more digging,
but the task is not impossible.
Boston's milkshed extended into Maine, Vermont, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania and New York.
One of the city's inbound milk routes extended across
the Vermont border to Sherbrooke, Quebec. Cream
shipments to Boston came all the way from Kansas.
Chicago's milkshed was also very extensive, running
as far as 335 miles into the fertile dairy areas of
Wisconsin. Chicago received milk over the lines of
eight railroads — the Pennsy, Monon, Rock Island,
Milwaukee Road, Chicago & North Western, Chicago Great Western, and the Erie — from Iowa, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois and Indiana. A few other
cities are listed herewith (using 1937 data):
Milwaukee
Cleveland
Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
Richmond
Atlanta
New Orleans
Los Angeles

Longest Route (miles)
50
150
110
300
110
100
145
175

Dozens of smaller cities, both small and large,
received milk shipments over the rails. Many of these
were single-line shipments of one or two cars. Later
in this article, I will attempt to cover more of these,
along with actual routing and carriers.
THE EXPANDING MARKET
The demand for milk continued to grow; between
1911 and 1921, Boston's annual milk demand
doubled from 90- to 180-million quarts. By 1938,
that swelled to just under 250-million quarts — 69
percent of it delivered by rail! In contrast, that same
year, New York City received 1.2-billion [that is with
a "B" folks] quarts, Chicago 497-million quarts, and
Los Angeles 308-million quarts. An average of 45
percent of all this was transported by rail, which
overall filled about 100 carloads per day for each
city listed.
The daily per-capita consumption of milk in U.S.
Cities was actually rising about four times faster than
the population. A 1922 table from the New England
Dairyman listed daily milk consumption (in quarts)
in 22 U.S. cities from coast to coast. A sampling has

been listed below:
Boston
Los Angeles
Denver
Omaha
New York
Minneapolis
Kansas City
Washington, D.C
Fort Worth

505
485
465
420
350
350
340
305
265

EQUIPMENT DEVELOPMENT
The handling and cleaning of all these individual
cans was beginning to become burdensome, and the
next quantum leap for milk train-service was at hand.
A few early attempts at placing tanks in refrigerator
cars were tried around 1904, but while successful in
principle, the design could not stand the strain of
day-to-day rail service. Mainly, the bars and bolts
attaching the tanks within an existing car tended to
tear loose in service. The Boston & Maine condemned these early cars in 1914. Two other attempts
in the Toledo area (one on an interurban line) in 1916
and 1920 also proved technically feasible, but failed
to generate any interest within the industry.
That brings us to Thomas Otto, son of the owner
of the Harmony Creamery Company in Pittsburgh.
He convinced the Pfaudler Company, a long-time
supplier of glass-lined steel tanks to dairies and breweries, and the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad to combine
expertise and greatly modify existing refrigerator
cars. The cars had their ice bunkers removed, and
two 2,500-gallon tanks were installed at either end of
each car. Each car's frame was reinforced to handle
12" x 12" timber tank cradles. Three such reefers
made a 105-mile run from West Farmington, Ohio, to
Pittsburgh during August of 1921. The milk arrived
with virtually no increase in temperature, and the era
of bulk-milk tankcar service began.
One of the refrigerator cars was displayed at the
National Dairy Show that fall in Minneapolis. The
following year, the Wieland Dairy Company in Chicago combined with the General American Refrigerator Express Company — a joint venture between
the General American Tank Car Company and the
Pfaudler Company — to build refrigerated glasslined milk tankcars. These were the first cars constructed solely for bulk-milk transport. They had two
3,000-gallon tanks mounted directly on a steel chassis and rode on passenger-type trucks. Regular service began during June of 1922.
Originally, milk cars were indistinguishable from
other equipment, but by the turn of the century,
wooden refrigerator cars — many lettered for particular dairies — were in use. The major shift came
in the '20's, when bulk-milk handling began in earnest. Bulk cars were owned or leased to individual
dairies or co-ops. This meant most were either lettered for General American Refrigerator Express
Continued
>
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THIS BUILDER'S PHOTOGRAPH ofBorden's "GPEX" No. 998, a 6,000-gallon bulkmilk tankcar was taken during August of 1946. This was General American - Pfaudler's
ultimate design. Borden leased t> sizable fleet of these cars to supplement their own
"BFIX" and "BFEX" cars.
(having GARE reporting marks) or for the dairy lessee — such as Hoods, Borden, Sheffield, etc. These
"private-owner" cars allowed the dairies more control over both their utilization and sanitation. Their
basic design was really fixed by the Wieland Dairy
experiments in 1922. The cars had steel underframes,
with passenger-type trucks, buffers and couplers.
Train steam and signal lines were installed to facilitate handling the cars in passenger consists. Steel
cradles to hold the two tanks at the opposite ends of
each car were riveted directly to the frame for
strength. Each tank had a 3,000-gallon capacity, and
was made of seamless glass-lined steel.
During the 1940's and '50's, cars were built
housing twin 4,000-gallon tanks, but the 6,000-gallon total-capacity cars predominated. Both the car itself and the tanks were insulated, usually with cork.
The tanks were fitted with a manway, for cleaning
and agitators, plus other necessary thermometers and
valving. Cars were generally equipped with air compressors and sanitary air lines to facilitate unloading.
Early cars had floors of steel sloped to the center to
make cleaning easier. Later, the floors were done in
stainless steel, and the tank heads were covered, also.
Improvements made over the years were mainly in
the areas of sanitation, stability and streamlining.
Because of insulating and bulk handling, these
cars no longer needed ice bunkers. Earlier cars car20
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ried brine cooling coils, but these were only used to
pre-cool the cars before loading, not during transit.
Filling the car with 6,000 gallons of cold milk was
generally enough to maintain the temperature. In a
much celebrated test, a 6,000-gallon car, CARE No.
700 of the Ripon Milk Company, made a 101-hour
trip from Marshfield, Wisconsin, to Miami, Florida,
in February of 1925. The exterior temperature
changed 66 degrees during the trip, but the milk temperature rose less than two degrees F! The car was
handled by four railroads en route: the Soo Line,
Pennsy, Southern and the Atlantic Coast Line. In
September of the following year, another such trip
was made as result of urgent calls for milk following
a hurricane. Cars from Janesville, Wisconsin, reached
Miami in 54 hours, via the Milwaukee Road, Pennsy,
Southern and the Florida East Coast.
While the key components of the private-name
milk cars did not change much over the years, their
exterior construction did. Originally, the side sheeting was wood, and the roof was removable for access
to the tanks. In the 1930's, the removable roof idea
was discarded as unnecessary. Some 50-foot cars
were built with rounded roofs, and they were virtually indistinguishable from express reefers of the
time, except for the lack of ice hatches. Later in the
'30's, some of the older wood cars were refitted with
steel sheeting. As the 1940's began, entirely new

steel cars were built in both 6,000- and 8,000-gallon
capacities. These cars had both their roof lines and
side sills rounded. The streamlining was in keeping
with the general theme of railroad design of the time,
but served a more practical purpose of easier cleaning and better sanitation. The last of these bulk-milk
cars was built by General American Pfaudler in the
post-war '40's. During the '30's, the General American Pfaudler Transportation Corporation was formed,
and reporting marks on some of their older wooden
cars and all the new leased steel cars were changed
to GPEX.
THE BORDEN CARS
No discussion of private-owner bulk-milk tankcars would be complete without mention of the rather
unique Borden cars. In the mid-1930's, the Borden
company shops built cars employing a cover, complete with doors and fittings over tanks already fastened to the floor. The cars had the appearance of a
butter dish or inverted bathtub on a flatcar. An additional unique feature was a vertical aluminum fin
down the car's center. These fins were removed, except on the ends, as Borden's contribution to a scrapmetal effort at the beginning of World War II. The
cars carried BFIX reporting marks and were used in
the Chicago and New York-area operations of
Borden's Farm Products Division.
Only a limited number — 35 — of these cars
were ever produced, and Borden suplemented their
operations by leasing more of the GARE and GPEX
bulk cars. During the car's life it appeared in three
different paint schemes. By 1960, only 22 of the
originals remained, finishing out their service lives
in Borden's chemical and glue divisions.
RAILROAD-OWNED CARS
The railroads also maintained their own fleets of
dedicated milk-service cars, but these cars did not
handle bulk shipments — only cans. After the turn of
the century, these cars comprised mainly groups of
wood-side steel-underframe reefers or insulated boxcars. The trend generally was toward insulated cars
and away from iced reefers. Again, these cars were
equipped with trucks and appliances for passengertrain service.
Railroad-owned milk cars came in 40- and 50foot varieties, being similar in appearance to express
reefers, but without the rooftop ice hatches. Individual railroad designs varied quite a bit, ranging from
insulated celestory-roofed baggage cars on the Southern Pacific to redone outside-braced USRA boxcars
on the Maine Central. Few of the railroad-owned
milk-service cars were ever rebuilt with steel sides.
Their use generally declined at a more rapid rate than
cars used for bulk-milk service, and in 1958, the Boston & Maine had 35 new 52-foot steel cars built for
milk service. Fifteen of the cars were mechanical
reefers, with four six-foot plug doors each. They were
built to haul bottled milk from a Vermont creamery

to a retail food-store distribution area in Massachusetts. The other 20 cars were identical, and were used
for hauling iced milk cans. These were the last cars
built in the U.S. specifically for milk service. All the
cars were painted Pullman green, with white lettering. They carried the more modern B&M herald, with
a large white "B" and a blue "M."
OPERATION
Milk-train operation varied from milkshed to
milkshed, depending on size. In smaller ones, cars
were collected by pre-dawn trains and delivered at
downtown dairies before noon. The cars could then
be unloaded, cleaned, sanitized, pre-cooled and returned in evening trains to complete the cycle. In the
larger milksheds, the trip to the dairy could take all
day, with the delivery in the evening hours and return the following day. The 48-hour turnaround necessitated the lessee to have duplicate cars (or cans)
to keep everything moving.
For the modeler, this provides a wealth of operational possibilities. In many cases, creameries were
located at or near small-town passenger stations so
that head-end milk cars could be switched in and out
of passenger trains. Many people are unaware how
much switching might go on at the head end of a passenger train. This was especially true of the lessor
trains on the timecard. The crack trains generally did
not haul milk cars that might need switching. This
allowed them to meet shorter intercity timetable requirements.
However, secondary passenger trains might be involved in head-end switching at each stop. For example, a Dairymen's League Co-op train originated
with one bulk milk car in West Chazy, a town in upstate New York, adjacent to Lake Champlain. Over
the next 80 miles, the train stopped at six more stations for milk and added cars at the Peru and Westport stations. The typical procedure at each station
was for the road engine and milk car(s) to uncouple
from the train, switch tracks and back into the local
milk plant. The milk was then pumped-in as rapidly
as possible, and the train would be remade for the
journey to the next station. At Montcalm Landing,
the three loaded bulk milk cars were added to another Delaware & Hudson passenger train, bound
non-stop for Albany, New York. There, the cars were
interchanged with the New York Central for the final
trip into New York City.
The small maps accompanying this article show
several routes into various milksheds. They are meant
only as a few examples. At one time or another, virtually every city of any size had milk flowing along
railroad routes.
Another operational aspect the modeler can consider involves on-line processing. In many areas, cars
of milk cans — both railroad and private — arrived
from several locations at a small-town. creamery.
Here, milk was unloaded, cooled and processed or
Continued
>
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MILK RUN ! Continued...
pasteurized for loading into private-name bulk cars.
The cars might carry bulk loads of whole milk, skim
milk, cream, or even ice cream "mix" for the city
dairy. In the city, the products were then packed, or
frozen and packed, in the case of ice cream. These
bulk loads could make journeys of several hundred
miles, as in the example of cream shipments to Boston from Kansas, cited earlier.
In the cities, several cars from numerous trains

might be grouped together at a dairy operation. Longsolid milk-consist trains did run, but only in the largest milksheds, like New York and Boston. They were
generally mixtures of all types of cars. In many cities, the dairies were not located on railroad sidings,
so milk cars were spotted on tracks, and the milk was
transferred to tank trucks. This provides an additional
operating aspect for the modeler to consider, one
which can employ an existing yard, with only the
addition of the few correct period milk trucks.

H. W. AMELING COLLECTION

GPEX NO. 791 OF BROOKLYN, New York's Grandview Dairy was photographed
in the late 1930's. It was built in March, 1937, and may well be among the last of
the wooden bulk milk cars. It already carries the General American - Pfaudler
Corporation letterboard common to all the steel milk cars.
GPEX NO. 1029 is an example of an 8,000-gallon bulk-milk car. These were the
largest of the bulk-milk cars, measuring Sl'-6" over couplers. Among the companies leasing these cars were the Embassy and Bowman daries in the Midwest and
H. P. Hood and Dairymen's League Co-op in the East.
PHOTO COURTESY RMC/CARSTENS COLLECTION
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EL HISTORICAL SOCIETY PHOTO - DAN BIERNACK1 COLLECTION

THIS PHOTOGRAPH OF A BORDEN MILK TRAIN was taken in the Jersey City terminal about 1950. Most
evident in the scene are BFIX No. 521, one of the famous Borden cars with its fin partially removed; NX No.
1434, a National Car Company flatcar with a removable milk tank on it; and GPEX No. 996....(?), a General
American - Pfaudler steel bulk tanker leased by Borden. The tank aboard NX No. 1434 was a true intermodal
design, which could be lifted off and set on a truck trailer for road transport.

TYPICAL MILKSHEDS: The two maps below show how the railroad networks funneled milk into Boston (left)
— ca. 1920 — and Chicago (right) — ca. 1930 — which formed each city's "milkshed."
COURTESY JAMES A. KINDRAKA
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THE MILK CAR'S DEMISE
Actually, the beginning of the demise of railroad
milk service began with the 1904 experiments to put
tanks in freight cars. While it took another 20 years
for the railroads to catch on, companies like Pfaudler, D. H. Burrell (later to become today's CherryBurrell Corporation) and Heil (an early pioneer in
tank-truck development) saw an opportunity for bulkmilk tanks mounted on motor-truck trailers. In some
areas, the transition from rail to tank truck was almost immediate. In Detroit, during 1915, 84 percent
of the city's milk arrived by rail. In just 10 years, the
portion hauled by trucks went from 16 to 89 percent!
Of the remaining 11 percent, over half was handled
by Detroit United Railway interurban cars; 75 miles
from Flint to the Gable Creamery Company.
In other milksheds, the change was not so rapid,
Initially, the truck tankers absorbed increases in demand for milk, and the railroads' business remained
fixed. However, in the 1930's, the bulk-milk tankers
efficiencies over handling individual cans began to
seriously erode the railroad-owned car portion of the
business. In 1931, 27 railroads rostered a total of
2,174 milk cars. By 1962, only nine percent were
left, split among six railroads. By contrast, the handling of milk in private-name bulk tankcars continued to be fairly strong into the decade of the '60's.
Although never as numerous as railroad-owned cars,
40 percent of the fleet (in number) was still around
as late as 1964. All of these cars were steel rebuilds,
or the new GPEX cars of the 1940's.
Although the trucking industry was a major cause
of milk revenue loss to the railroads, the final blow
was the curtailment of passenger-train service during
the 1960's. Private-owner bulk-milk service was
quite competitive with trucks, especially on captive
routes of some of the major dairy and candy companies. However, the service depended heavily on the
fast, scheduled service the passenger trains provided.
As more and more local trains began exiting the timetables, the dairy companies lost the ability to move
milk rapidly and reliably, hindering the reliably of
their operations. They were forced to go to the alternative — trucks.
Amtrak signaled the end of privately owned passenger trains in the U.S. in 1971, and the last scheduled milk train was operated during August of 1972
on the Boston & Maine between Eagle Bridge, New
York, and Boston, Massachusetts. The era ended with
the demise of the trains the service depended on during the 130 years that followed Thomas Selleck's
and Philo Gregory's original inovations.
The few railroad-owned milk cars left simply
went to insulated-boxcar service, or they were
scrapped. The bulk-milk tankcars found other uses in
transporting chemicals, vinegar, orange juice, beer
and wine. There are reports of some cars hauling
blood from the Omaha stockyards to Chicago for
processing (drying) during peak livestock-handling
periods. A few of the GPEX cars were still bumping
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around in the early 1980's,as water-service cars on
the Illinois Central Gulf.
Milk-train service on U.S. railroads lasted for
over 130 years, and it covered the entire country.
The foregoing article barely scratches the surface of
all the equipment and operating possibilities for the
modeler. It was meant to provide some background
and generate some interest.
FOR FURTHER READING
For those of you who find yourselves interested in
learning more about milk trains and their equipment, the
following articles and references would be worth investigating:
Railroad Model Craftsman ran a two-part series on milkcar service called "To Market by Rail" in the February
and March, 1986, issues. The articles covered both
railroad- and private-owner cars, and it included 3.5
mm. scale diagrams of some of the ones referred to in
this article,
RMC also ran an interesting article on milk containers on
flatcars in the May, 1988, issue. This is an aspect of
railroad milk service not covered in this article. Container service for milk never caught on nationally, but
was used in the New York City area, especially by
Borden.
Model Railroading ran a series on modeling milk trains. It
began in the May/June, 1986, issue with an article covering the Midwest.
For anyone who has access to a good archival library, you
can attempt to locate the Dairy Industries Supply
Association's Association Quarterly for May, 1939
(Volume 2, Number 2). This issue includes a history
of the first 100 years of milk transportation. It has
some tremendous photographs of both railroad cars and
milk tank trucks of the 1920's and 1930's.

PHOTO COURTESY RMC/CARSTENS COLLECTION

GPEX NO. 544 is an example of early steel milk-car
designs. This view, taken in October, 1938, highlights
the car's rounded roof and channel sill. Also evident
are the buffer, chains and steam lines which every
car carried for passenger-train operation.

, t

PHOTO COURTESY RMC/CARSTENS COLLECTION

A STRING OF BRAND NEW 6,000-gallon bulk-milk cars was about to be pulled away from General Americcan's plant in January, 1948. The view highlights the rounded roof and sill design of General American's
newest cars. The streamlined design was not only aesthetically pleasing, but also made the cars easier to clean.
CHICAGO'S WIELAND DAIRY bulk-milk tankcar WDX No. 734 in 1932.
Note the lift rings to remove the car's roof.
H. W. AMELING COLLECTION
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Trade NewsC£Views
BY DON THOMPSON

AMERICAN MODELS, 10088 Colonial Industrial
Drive, South Lyons, Michigan 53963 —
American Models has started to ship the Code
148 righthand and lefthand turnouts — about a No.
4 turnout. They are very nice looking. Ron Bashista
has just finished the curved sectional track. The
straight sections are already available.

CENTRAL JERSEY S SCALERS, 2 Roosevelt Avenue, Cranford, New Jersey 07016 —
Ron Bashista of American Models has informed
the Central Jersey S Sealers that they will be starting on the "caboose project" in mid-January, now
that the Code 148 track work has been completed.
They are hoping to be able to ship in the spring.
JOHN HALL, 2711 Pecksniff Avenue, North Wilmington, Delaware 19808 —
John Hall has received the two new Pennsy
freight-car decal sets. No. 128 is for the 40-foot
boxcar and has the large '50's-era PRR herald. It
also has the logo Don't stand me still. Set No. 127
is for the 50-foot car and has the same '50's-era
logo. The price is $2.50 per set. John is also now
shipping the built-up "shanty," which is $19.95, and
the "scale-house" kit, which is $17.95.

LEHIGH VALLEY MODELS, 1225 Arch Street, Allentown, Pennsylvania 18104 —
Lehigh Valley Models now has the LVM24 Row
House in stock. It sits on an area of 6" x 11". There
are 42 windows, four chimneys, four canopy braces,
12 doors, nine porch posts and eight railing castings
in this kit.
So many options are available here. A bay window could be added to the end of the house, or even
a door. A barber shop, beauty salon or small business could be housed in the end home. TV or radio
antennas could be added. Several units could be
placed side-by-side to form a larger row house. The
price is $45.00, plus $2.00 for UPS.
The next kit will be a 1-, 2- or 3-dome 8,000gallon tankcar, complete with trucks, decals and
couplers. More about this later.
RIVER RAISIN MODELS, 6160 Upper Straits
Blvd., West Bloomfield, Michigan 48033 —
River Raisin has less than two of the H-30 and
H-30a hoppers left. They are now accepting Visa
and MasterCard credit orders. The Phaudler milk car
is a "go." They expect the decals later this month.
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OMNICON SCALE MODELS, 50 South Lively
Blvd., Elk Grove Village, Illinois 60007 —
Charlie Sandersfeld has told me that the Gang of
100 is a "go." The first engine is the Pennsylvania
Decapod (2-10-0) and will be produced by
Samhongsa. If you would like a PRR Decapod and
are not a Gang of 100 member, he will have a few
extra engines. The cost to non-members is approximately $712.00, with a $200.00 deposit. He is having 20-25 "hi-rail" versions of this engine made.
They are still counting votes for the next engine.
So far, the Nickel Plate Road Berkshire is in the
lead, and the New York Central Mohawk is one vote
behind. The Southern Pacific Cab-forward articulated and Pennsy J-l are not far behind. It is not too
late for Gang of 100 members to vote, and one ballot could make a difference.
PACIFIC RAIL SHOPS, 3205 Helms Road, Grants
Pass, Oregon 97527 —
PRS now has the Texas & Pacific 50-foot boxcar. Next will be the Atlantic Coast Line Thanks
for Using Coast Line car and Illinois Central car in
both boxcar red and orange. Starting March 1st all
prices of 50-foot boxcars will be increased by $1.00,
so ORDER NOW! Work is beginning on doubledoor 50-foot tooling. Expect these cars in the spring
of 1990. The prototype is a Great Northern car,
35,000-35,399 series. The difference is an overhang
roof that will be available sometime in the future. A
welded plug-door car and a plug-door car with sliding door are planned for the future.

JOHN HALL'S new "shanty" is an 8'x 8' lineside
structure. It is a limited edition kit priced at $19.85.

LEHIGH VALLEY MODELS currently has their new brick-style "rowhouse" in stock — No. LVM24.
Nowadays this type of structure is popularly called a "townhouse," but no matter what it might be called, it
is an interesting building.
S HELPER SERVICE, 2 Roberts Road, New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901 —
The S Helper Service has received the test shots
of the ALCO "FA" and "FB" diesel-kit body shells.
Next, American Models will be making the tooling
for the frame and sideframes; then, they will adapt
the EMD "FP-7" mechanism for the FA's.
American Models has also announced the painting-and-lettering schemes for the FA's and FB's:
• Baltimore & Ohio* in Nos. 812 (A and B) and 801 (A
and B), painted black, blue and gray, with yellow stripes,
lettering and the capitol-dome herald.
• Canadian Pacific in Nos. 4082 (A), 4084 (A), 4463 (B)
and 4470 (B), painted in Tuscan red, gray and black, with
yellow lettering and the brown, yellow and red beaver herald.
• Chicago & North Western* in Nos. 4013 (A and B)
and 4104 (A and B), which will be painted the second
livery, green and canary yellow, with green lettering and
herald.
• Great Northern in Nos. 278 (A and B) and 277 (A and
B), to be painted green and orange, with the Rocky Mountain goat herald.
• Lehigh Valley* in Nos. 580 (A), 582 (A), 581 (B) and
583 (B), which will be painted Cornell red, with black
stripes, yellow lettering and the LV-flag herald.
• Missouri Pacific* in Nos. 370 (A and B), 374 (A and
B), which will be painted blue and white, with black letter-

ing and the red buzz-saw herald.
• New Haven in Nos. 0428 (A), 0429 (A), 464 (B) and
465 (B), to be painted black and red, with the lettering in
white and the large "NH" on the nose in white, also.
• New York Central in Nos. 1048 (A), 1123 (A), 3324
(B) and 3370 (B), with the lightning-stripe livery in twotone gray, with white lettering and logo in red.
• Pennsylvania in Nos. 9610 (A and B) and 9630 (A and
B), which will be painted in Brunswick green, with imitation gold (buff) lettering and single stripe, and the keystone herald in red.
• Union Pacific in Nos. 1501 (A), 1522 (A), 1524 (B)
and 1540 (B), to be painted in UP Armour yellow, with a
gray roof and anti-glare green on the top of the nose, and
the lettering in red, with the classic red, white and blue
Union Pacific herald on the nose.
• Western Maryland* in Nos. 301 (A) and 302 (B), with
black-and-gold lettering and the stripe with red-ball herald.

Remember — all of the above numbers and some
of the road names (those with *) will not be offered
again. Road names that do not have a sufficient number of orders may not be produced. Orders received
before March 15th will be used to determine if a road
name will be produced. The price of these FA and
FB units, in either scale or hi-rail versions is $144.95
each. The American Flyer-compatible version, with
A-C drive and reversing unit is $179.95.
JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1990
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Dummy A or B units are priced at $99.95 each.
Deposits of $50.00 per unit ordered are now being
accepted. A quantity and club discount of 10 percent
is being given on orders of four or more units.
SOUTH WIND MODELS, P.O. Box 9293, Plant City,
Florida 33566 —
South Wind has announced that the five tankcars
and the Bordens milk car are a "go."
The Pullman cars and the New York Central diner
could use some help. The price is $197.50 each, with
a $75.00 deposit. Once the passenger cars clear customs, the price goes to $224.50 each. The two Pullmans that South Wind is doing are Plan 2410 D and E
12-1 (used on the DL&W, C&EI, B&M, NYC and
PRR, among others) and Plan 3997 A (used on the
PRR and NYC). Both Pullmans have the ice-activated
A/C system. Again, for these projects to be a "go," a
sufficient number of orders must be placed.
SouthWind still has a few Railway Post Office
cars which have not been reserved, as well as the
NYC three-axle coach, one or two combines, and a
dozen unpainted baggage and observation cars. The
price without deposit is $169.95 each. Extra fouraxle and six-axle (two versions, bottom- and topequalized) passenger trucks are being made in Korea,
as well as the detailed passenger-car parts.
Please note: On the Union Pacific tankcar, the
domes will be corrected on the production models.
SouthWind also has received many of the Geepdiesel parts and the heavyweight passenger-car parts.
WM. K. WALTHERS, INC., P.O. Box 18676, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53218 —
Walthers now has a new 1990 O/S catalog update. In this update, Wabash Valley is offering their
EMD F-7 body shells. The Wabash is listed at
$43.95, while the Lehigh Valley, Western Maryland
and Monon are listed at $39.95 each.
P-B-L (PETER BUILT LOCOMOTIVES), P.O. Box
769, Ukiah, California 95482 —
P-B-L has announced that they have moved from
Chama, New Mexico, to Ukiah, California. Please
see the new address above.
A new structure kit has also been announced by
P-B-L. This is a model of the Denver & Rio Grande's
little depot at Dulce, New Mexico, which was on the
Alamo sa-Durango narrow-gauge mainline. The kit is
of all-plastic construction and measures only 5-5/8"
x 3-3/4" when finished. This depot kit is No. PBLSK8, priced at $29.95.
Also coming from P-B-L early in 1990 will be
two types of Sn3 tankcars: the "GRAMPS" and
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UTLX narrow-frame tankcars in molded styrene.
These cars will be complete with trucks and Thinfilm
decals. Price to be announced.
P-B-L's new D&RGW C-16 2-8-0's reportedly
are sold out. Please check with them if you are interested in these engines or any other new models.
JUNE'S SMALL WORLD,, P.O. Box 44, Mountlake
Terrace, Washington 98043 —
June has announced that she has a new S-scale
figure for 1990: No. S26, a hobo and campfire scene,
hand-painted, for $7.95.
Also available are 25 other S-scale figures, all
hand-painted. Among the 25 are a switchman, telegrapher, warehouseman, conductor, boxman with
crate, harried porter, three-piece sheep set, two engineers (one standing, one sitting) and a fireman.
June says she paints the figures in subdued colors, in keeping with the scenic techniques of today's
model railroaders. Each type of figure is painted in
several color variations. Orders for more than one
type of the same figure will be supplied in assorted
color variations.
PRECISION SCALE COMPANY, 1120-B Gum Avenue, Woodland, California 95695 —
PSC reports that their "Iron Horse Models" Sn3
Denver & Rio Grande Western "San Juan" train set
is a "go" and will be available early in 1990. The
train set consists of a Railway Post Office (RPO) car,
a baggage car (with Delco light plant), vestibule chair
car (coach) and a parlor car (the Alamosa).
All of these brass cars include window glass, diaphragms and have interior partitions. They will be
painted in Pullman green and will be lettered for the
D&RGW. A few unpainted cars will be available, as
well as open-platform chair cars.
See your PSC dealer for price and availability.
QUALITY PRODUCTS, P.O. Box 2202, Castro Valley, California 94546 —
This firm has an interesting line of small working
lighted "neon" signs that can be used in S-scale business buildings. Their catalog lists such signs as
"Steaks and Eggs," "Drugs-Sodas," and "Hire's Root
Beer." There are dozens of signs listed in their catalog. Also included are clocks.
Each sign is available in three different sizes:
"small, medium and large." Quality Products also has
a unit which will make the signs "flash" if desired.
Each sign comes as a sheet of acrylic plastic with the
signage on it and a notch for the light bulb, which
comes with each sign. You have to cut the sign to fit
whatever window you want it to go into, then paint
the edge of the plastic black. Brass "U" channels attach to the window.
The signs are approximately $10.50 each, while
the clocks are $18.50. You can get their catalog for
25 cents and a stamped, self-addressed envelope.

BOB WERRE PHOTO

THE PHOTOGRAPH ABOVE gives you a preview of one of SouthWind's new imported brass tankcars. Five
different tankcars are being offered by SouthWind. Please check with them regarding availability.

DRAWING ABOVE illustrates how Precision
Scale Company's new Sn3 Denver & Rio Grande vestibule coach (chaircar) will look. PSC is importing a
four-car passenger train, made up of typical "San
Juan" cars. The cars will be a baggage car, an RPOexpress car, a vestibule coach and the "Alamosa"
parlor-buffet car. Additional parlor cars and other
coaches will also be available.

PLEASE NOTE:
We need information on new S-scale products. If you know of a a new product, please
write: Don Thompson, 2 Roberts Road, New
Brunswick, New Jersey 08001, or phone
201/545-9306.
JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1990
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BADGERLAND S GAUGERS, c/o Trumann Garrett,
27700 41st, Salem, Wisconsin 53168 —
Badgerland S Gaugers is offering for sale two
different 50-foot 3/16-inch scale boxcar kits. The kit
manufacturer, Pacific Rail Shops of Oregon, has custom painted and lettered these cars for the club.
MILWAUKEE ROAD series 51,000-51,799, constructed by American Car Foundry in 1957, is the
basis for the boxcar-red car. GREEN BAY & WESTERN series 4,100-4,193, built in 1950, is the second
offering. It is yellow and features a white-lettered

herald with red background and a Home of the Packers football symbol.
Either boxcar kit is available in two different
numbers, and they have sufficient details included
for building either as a roofwalk-era model or as the
cars were later modernized. Also included are Pacific
Rail Shops scale trucks (less couplers — Kadee No.
802 couplers suggested) or Downs' "Ace" hi-rail
trucks and couplers.
The price for each car is only $20.00, plus $2.00
for shipping and handling, or $1.50 shipping and handling per kit if you order more than one.
Make your check payable to "Badgerland S
Gaugers." Orders, specifying road name and scale or
hi-rail, should be mailed to:
Trumann Garrett, 27700 41st, Salem, Wisconsin
53168.

AT LEFT is a built-up example of the modernized
hi-rail version of Badgerland S Gaugers Pacific
Rail Shops MILWAUKEE
ROAD 50-foot boxcar kit.

SHOWN TO THE RIGHT
is an assembled roofwalk-era
scale version of Badgerland S
Gaugers Pacific Rail Shops
GREEN BAY & WESTERN
50-foot boxcar kit.
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THE REVIEWER'S WORKBENCH
OMNICON'S PRR M-1 4-8-2
BYDICKKARNES
A REVIEW of the Pennsylvania Railroad
M-1 4-8-2 imported from Korea by Omnicon
Scale Models, 50 South Lively Blvd., Elk Grove
Village, Illinois 60007.
This locomotive model is a gorgeous-looking piece
of machinery. Finding plans useful for detail and dimensional comparison is difficult. They are either too
sketchy (as in Kalmbach's Cyclopedia), or are for the
original M-1, which had a substantially shorter firebox and different appliance arrangements. However,
many photographs have appeared in print recently,
particularly in Mainline Modeler (Jan. '87, p. 22 ff;
Feb. '87, p. 58 ff) and Locomotive & Railway
Preservation (Jan./Feb. '89, p. 34 ff). Based on the
photographs, the detailing appears to be thorough and
generally correct.
My model ran well in a forward direction right out
of the box, but derailed running backwards through
turnouts. Inspection with the NASG wheel gauge
showed the trailing truck wheel-axle set to be nonperpendicular, which explained the problem. Fixing
this yourself requires accurate reaming and bushing,
so if you have this problem I would recommend returning the wheelset to Omnicon for a replacement.
However, the locomotive is too light in the front
end, even with the furnished smokebox weight in
place. I loaded my sample with a mixture of No. 4
lead deer shot and five-minute epoxy, filling the entire forward section of the boiler and lining the sides
of the boiler midsection. Operation was smooth and
quite. The results were truly impressive: I could haul
a 30-car freight up a 2.5-percent grade. Upon stopping the train on the grade, there was some wheel
slippage (proof that the added weight would not stall
the motor) before the drivers dug in again to start the
train. However, I was concerned about the 0.5 amp
current draw, high for a state-of-the-art can motor,
even when stalled.
As I continued testing, the locomotive mechanism
seized, the current spiked at 1.2 amps, and then —
open circuit. The motor had blown.
Here is what had happened. The gears in the gearbox had come slightly out of mesh, causing everything to lock up. The motor, while physically large,
was not robust enough to withstand its own stall current.
The gears came out of mesh because of the unconventional gearbox design. Most gearboxes hold the
driver axle and gear shafts in perfect alignment in
m?chined or bushed holes. This one, made of Delrin,
holds the driver axle in a different manner. The bot-

tom of the gearbox is slotted to receive the driver
axle, and screwing on the gearbox cover-plate retains
the axle in the gearbox. This arrangement requires
the bottom of the gearbox to be machined to assure
that the driver gear is accurately meshed with respect
to the idler gear. Ours was not. Contributing to the
failure is the fact that the gears have shallow teeth,
which makes close-tolerance machining all the more
critical to proper driver-axle alignment.
I solved the problem by disassembling the drive
train, filing its bottom perfectly flat, and reassembling the drive train. You will have to check for sloppiness (remove more material) and bind (use a thin
paper shim between the cover plate and the gearbox)
as you go. You can remove the drive train by removing the gearbox cover plate and removing the screw
holding the slotted motor mount to the rear of the
chassis. The entire motor-universal-gearbox assembly can then be popped out. Leave this assembly intact as you file the bottom of the gearbox.
Because I did not know whether the problems described above were random or pervasive, I examined
three additional M-l's (designated Locos 2, 3 and 4
in the following text). I fixed the gearbox on each
one and loaded them with my lead-epoxy mixture for
traction. However, the motors did not fail. (I had no
ammeter at the site of Locos 2, 3 and 4, and so could
not test each motor's current draw.)
Track-testing Loco 2 revealed another problem.
The rear drivers kept derailing, and the locomotive's
tractive effort dropped to nearly zero on upgrades.
Examination showed that the rear end of the chasis
was resting on the trailing truck's aft cross-bar, lifting the rear two sets of drivers off the railhead. I
eliminated the problem by removing about 1/16"
from the bottom of the frame in the vicinity of the
trailing-truck cross-bar. Locos 3 and 4 had the same
problem, but Loco 1 did not.
The following table summarizes the rework necessary on
each of Dick Karnes' four samples:
Loco 1

Loco 2

Loco 3

Loco 4

Replace Trailing Wheels

Yes

No

No

No

Replace Motor1

Yes

No

No

No

Relieve Frame Rear

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Machine Gearbox

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Notch Crosshead Yoke
No
Yes
No
No
' Not likely to be required if gearbox repair is made
Continued
>
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THE OMNICON PRR M-1 4-8-2 as reviewed by Dick Karnes
do at least two of these repairs.
In the August, 1989, DISPATCH I said the Omnicon
M-1 appeared to be a good buy, even with the necessary tinkering we discussed then. I still think it is a
good buy (considering what it would cost in hours to
build your own, or in dollars to have one custombuilt) — but only if you are able to perform the sort
of tinkering involved here. If you do not want to go
through these essential rebuilding steps, do not expect reliable operation. You should also seriously
consider replacing the motor with a large Sagami (or
equivalent) to reduce the current draw.

THE REVIEWER'S WORKBENCH Continued...

I tested Loco 2 again. This time, with the weight
distributed properly on the drivers, the front driver
set began to pound (thud-thud-thud) with every revolution, accompanied by blue flashes under the smokebox. The driver flanges were rubbing on the
crosshead-guide yoke which straddles the chassis between the cylinders and the front drivers. I removed
the driver set (with the wrench furnished with the
locomotive) and notched the yoke with a Dremel cutoff disk on each side where the driver flanges rubbed.
I put Loco 2 back together and it ran flawlessly.
No other locomotive in the set of four had the
yoke-rubbing problem. The yoke was mounted about
1/8" further on the other three.
These sorts of problems should be anticipated with
every M-1. On average, you should expect to have to

Publishers Note: Omnicon's president, Charlie
Sandersfeld, is aware of the M-l's problems, and has
offered to fix every M-1 returned to him. However,
as of this date, Charlie is seriously ill and this option
may no longer be available.

A NEW PRODUCT FROM JOHN HALL...
<

-

THE SCALE HOUSE IN S SCALE

This new kit portrays a typical scale house, which is used to
weigh motor trucks at coal mines, retail coal dealers, sandand-gravel pits and grain elevators.
The kit is made up of styrene parts and occupies only 3-1/2"
x 5" in 3/16" scale. This little scale house consists of a wood
deck for the scale, a power pole and light fixture and a
styrene foundation, as well as the scale house itself.
John Hall's scale-house kit is available (postpaid) for
$17.95. Please contact John W. Hall at 2711 Pecksniff Road,
Wilmington, Delaware 19808.
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LETTERS to the EDITOR
Dear Editor:
For modern-era S sealers, there is good
news from Lionel! On a recent visit to my
local train shop, I noticed a modern 18wheeler, a "Freightliner" tractor, with a
tank trailer that looked suspiciously like
S scale. There was no manufacturer's name
listed, but the back of the box labeled it
as l/64th and listed several other tractor-trailer combinations available, including a cab-over-tractor.
Unfortunately, none of the others were
in stock. A few seconds later I rounded a
corner to the tinplate section, and wonder
of wonders, there was the same tractortrailer in a Lionel box, with Lionel paint
scheme, and labeled as "Perfect for O and
0-27"! Could have fooled me! In addition,
the same Freightliner was available with
two short intermodal containers on a
skeleton trailer. The price was around
$11.00 - $12.00 as I recall. You should be
able to get these vehicles at your local
Lionel dealer.
Ted R. Larson
Fairport, New York

WELCOME TO NEW MEMBERS...
Michael Anderson
Peter Baldamus
Frank Cirilli, Jr.
Richard Lind
John F. Metzger
Russel M. Mobley
Philip Von Suck
Frank L. Wrublewski, Jr.
As of 6 January 1990, the NASG membership
stood at 920.
NOTE: We need new addresses for...
John W. Bernard, Springfield, MA
Edward J. Sopinski, New Philadelphia, PA

SPECIAL NOTICE :
Some of you have asked what kind of a
computer we are using to "input" material for
the NASG Dispatch, so that you could decide
whether or not to send us "floppy" disks
containing your articles, notices, etc.
Well, to answer your question, we are using
an Apple "Macintosh" for all keyboarding. And
we welcome all material done in "Mac" wordprocessing formats. However, we can "convert"
non-Mac MS-DOS files — if the material you
send is long enough to make it worth the extra
expense and time involved.
Thanks for your interest,
Russ Collman, Editor

EXAMPLES OF NEW DECAL SCHEMES Now AVAILABLE IN S SCALE
The following is a John Hall decal:

PENN YLVANIA
Don'/ ^ land M ; Still 1

24168
tltl I I I 1-91

"Don't Stand Me Still" slogan was on 500 X29D Pennsy rebuilds in August of 1955
Wh>i te

A SMOOTHER RIDE

I•
50' Box car

0

Caboose red car sides
Black roof, ends and underframe

The above diagram shows one of the new S-scale Microscale decal sets now available
JANUARY/FEBRUARY 1990
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THE LONG BENCH

THE PITTSBURGH LIMITED 1990
JULY 30-AUGUST 5
INFORMATION

1 HE LONG BENCH really is not very long. In
fact, at five feet, four inches, it is fairly short. I have
given the bench its name to honor John Long, Jr.,
who submitted it a year and a half ago. What John
did not know was that at the time, a Short 'n'.Easy
column about a bench was already in the process of
being published (DISPATCH, August, 1988, Page 9).
So, among other things, the desire not to have two
similar columns too close together has caused this
one to wait until now.
I can attest to the fact that building a number of
these benches is indeed a one-night project. It took
me less time to knock out four of them — the amount
of conveniently sized wood in my scrap box — in
less time than it took to draw the sketches.
First.., Cut and shape the ends, and then cut the
backboard supports. Next, glue the backboard supports to the ends, being sure to create mirror-image
pairs. Then, while the glue is drying, cut the back
and seat boards.
The key to building a number of these benches
— as in most Short 'n' Easy projects — is to make a
simple jig to hold the parts in the proper location
during assembly. In this case, a jig can be made by
gluing some scrap wood to some heavy cardstock in
such a way as to hold the end assemblies upright, the
correct distance apart, with the backboard supports
facing inward.
Apply the glue to the tops of the ends, and add
the seat boards. When the glue is dry enough to remove the partially finished bench from the jig (30 to
45 seconds or more, depending upon the glue), set it
aside, and place the next pair of end assemblies in
the jig. Repeat this until you run out of material. By
now the glue on the first partially finished bench is
dry enough to lay it on its back so you can apply glue
to the top sections of the backboard supports and
mount the backboards.
John suggested painting or staining the parts prior
to assembly, mentioning that the ends can be painted
to resemble concrete — commonly used in prototype
benches. I prefer to paint the whole thing Pullman
green — also common — and it makes assembly and
painting easier to do it last.
As mentioned above, the drawings — in the column to the right — took longer to do than construction of the bench itself. So, you should be able to
turn out several of these benches in an evening.
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THE PITTSBURGH LIMITED 1990
P.O. BOX 17034
PITTSBURGH, PA 15235
(412) 795-7668

THE LONG BENCH
BACK BOARD SUPPORT 2x2x32

2REQ.
BACK-SEAT
BOARDS 2x6x5-4*
4 REQ.

GOT AN IDEA?
Perhaps you have created some detail to stick along your
right-of-way, set on a loading dock, dress up a building,
etc. Or maybe you have produced a small building — such
as a section-car shed — that could be built in an evening,
with details added the next night.
We are always looking for fresh projects. If you would
like to contribute, the rules are simple: The project should
be at least somewhat related to railroading, and it should
be capable of being completed in one or two evenings.
You need not worry about drawings or photographs. We
can do the drawings and have photographs taken. All that
is necessary is a sketch of the project, with some dimensions, a list of materials and a short description of how to
build it.
Submit your ideas to:
Short 'n' Easy, c/o Kent L. Singer, 105 Highland
Drive, Baldwinsville, New York 13027.

HELPER SERVICE
GREAT NORTHERN
EDMONTON
T. D. KERNS. Supt. WAYNESBURG, PA.

QUINAULT &
DUCKABUSH RY.
ROUTE OF THE "BIG W" FLYER
More American Flyer than should be on 4x8
ART HAMILTON
9435 Tacoma Ave. S., Tacoraa, WA 98444
(206) 537-2169

Have you worked
on your module
this week?
ER.NIE HORR

SPOKANE., WA,

,(ENTRAL
^ SYSTEM
David O. Held
Operating Manager
Utica, Michigan

"S" & "8113
(313) 739-2932

ROGER 3ENSEN
(, N. 3RD ST.
MURTIN, OMIO

Denis Fortier
1097 Boulevard du Cap, Cap-a-l' Aigle,
QUE. CANADA GOT 1BO

ELECTRIC R.R
PASSENGER. LCL
C/kR LOAD LOTS

9 -3 ^Wsu*- h *&(*/*> /38 ' '

JEFFERSON CENTRAL RR.

S£T IN THE"

WILLIAM J. FRALE.'(,Ja.

PAUL P/i£V
7// iOli/£L L S T.

PUVTEAU
RAILWAY

TE
5547 AMTISTXAUC. Ave.
CLEVELAND, OHIO 44-118

ALLEGHENY DIVISION

P£A BOD Y,

MINIATURE LOCOMOTIVE
& CAR SHOP

'S Scale'
ROGER NULTON
845 2Qth Street
San Diego. CA 92102
(619) 235-6398

RED PASS & GORGE
RAIL, ROAD

Builders of

R.B. "Bob" HADLOW

Small Scale Steam Locomotives

President and Only Bill Payer

S/Sn;

Rt. 1, Box 284
Copperas Cove, Texas 76522

11 EdgeridgeWayN.lv,
Calgary.Alta. T3A4G8

NMEA/PNELIFE
239-5817
The BLUE STREAK

SANDY HOOK LINES

5 SCALE

GREAT

H<)BOKEN-PHTSBHR(;-DETRnrr
WESTBOUND:
EASTBOUND:
Lv Hohoken I c«i p M Lv Detroit
nnt'M

LAKES &
LOCOMOTIVE
WILTON, CONN.
6 SUPPLY

Joe Scales 111

Ridge way, VA 24148

ATLANTIC
RAILROAD

Rte.l Box 323a
LIBERTY BE.U. Rourt -

President: Don DeWill
Vice. President: Hvon DeWill

KIODULAR.

"LESTER. CfeNTR.M, US.
Bill KRftuSE, PM5.
FAIR.FIELD

COWN

Help finance NASG
special projects. I year of
ads (your art or ours) for
$10. NASG Inc., Don
DeWitt, 37 Snow Drive,
Mahwah, N.J. 07430.

90
Ok!
And Still Going Strong
It's a legacy that's been alive since 1900. And no wonder it's
still going strong.
Imagine the fun of bringing the circus to your 0 Gauge layout,
complete with an animal car, clowns and caboose. Our new 1990
circus set makes it all possible.
Or crowning your collection with the greatest locomotive of
the century—The Mighty Scale Hudson—the most famous
replica engine ever offered by Lionel.
Large Scale owners can add diesel power to their layouts for
the very first time with our GP diesel engines, intricately detailed
with authentic markings.

•

-^i^

While enthusiasts of our Standard Gauge Classics™ can set their
sights on one of the most handsome trains ever offered—the
flashy Blue Comet.
And we've brought back the most popular American Flyer* passenger train of all time... the Union Pacific "Pony Express." A must for
any American Flyer collection.
Plus RailScope1" and RailSounds™ which bring
all the sights and sounds of model railroading to life.,
Don't miss the excitement. See a complete
selection of quality Lionel trains and accessories at
a dealer near you.

Because no childhood should be
without a train."
i

